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Low-Code = High Productivity

APEX is a Low-Code  
development architecture. 

Everything related to accessibility, design, 
templates, security, session management, etc. 
is all thought of already, meaning you can focus 
immediately on functionality to meet your 
customer’s requirements.
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Data Reporting

All Interactive Regions in APEX including 
the Interactive Grid turn users in  
power-users.

With the controls at their fingertips, users can safely 
(i.e. without creating undue load on the database) 
shape their report to exactly how users want it 
and then start sharing, downloading, subscribing 
(i.e. scheduled automatic running of reports) and 
publishing public reports for their team to view.
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Styling

APEX comes with Universal Theme a 
complete modern interface optimised 
for desktop, mobile devices of all screen 
sizes and super responsive. 

There are 61 templates that resize, respond and flex 
to give you the advancements in UX science that 
you, as functional APEX developers, do not have to 
put an awful lot of thought in to. 
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It’s Not Just Another Framework

In under 10 minutes, users have created 
a report based on a SQL that includes 
two facets; one is mapped to category, 
another is a range selector that is 
mapped to list price.

Users also have a search filter to narrow the results 
down further. You can also base a faceted search 
on a REST endpoint. Do I feel super-powered? – Of 
course I do!
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It’s Skill Enhancing

A skill in demand is sometimes a niche 
skill. Not in this case – the demand for 
rapid APEX applications is surpassing 
the supply of APEX developers… and 
growing.

A great APEX team is a collaboration of specialities. 
A great front-end developer complements an APEX 
team. 
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One Solution Fits All

It really is a complete solution

all the above is featured in APEX of course and 
practically anything else can be achieved in APEX 
too with the use of community driven plugins that 
extend the features of APEX – abstracting away any 
complexities.
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Summary
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• If you are considering redeveloping, modernizing
or extending an existing data driven application
then check out APEX. You can contact Explorer
for a demonstration (we do several of these every
month).

• If you are developing a bespoke data-driven
application and are considering APEX, then great
choice. Do also check out Explorer’s development
services too.

• Explorer can set you out on the right track,
following patterns established over many
successfully delivered APEX projects.
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